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primary program and DVB-S on a secondary program. DVILITE allows
you to handle any channel layout as specified in DVB-C standard.

DVILITE has the following features: DVB-T/DVB-S/DVB-C. DVILITE was
designed to interface with DVB-T/DVB-S/DVB-C receivers and

transmitters and other test equipment. 5. DVILITE supports DVB-
T/DVB-S and DVB-S2X-compliant receivers and uses VSB as input.

DVILITE supports DVB-C NWS digital broadcasting â�� up to 8 radio
channels with DVB-C NWS on the primary program and DVB-S on a

secondary program. DVILITE allows you to handle any channel layout
as specified in DVB-C standard. DVILITE has the following features:
DVB-T/DVB-S. DVILITE was designed to interface with DVB-T/DVB-

S/DVB-C receivers and transmitters and other test equipment. DVILITE
was developed by Lucent with support from University of Limerick.

DVILITE
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